Indigenous within a National Archive

Inga Marja Steinfjell, Sami archive of Norway
Sámi – indigenous in Nordic model
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Saami parliament
A political body for the Sámi people

Established

- Norway 1989
- Sweden 1993
- Finland 1996 (1971)
Saami Archive situation:

- Finland 2012
- Sweden
- Russia —
Advantages and disadvantages

Indigenous people in Europe
Repatriation: Lappekodicillen to Sami archive
If you’re not in the archives, you don’t exist
Other forms of archiving not recognized

Anders Paulsen’s shaman drum
Political processes

- Saami parliamentary council
- UNDRIP implementation
- Truth & Reconciliation commission 2018 – 2022
Truth and reconciliation processes in the Nordic

Democratic

- ILO 169 ratified only in Norway
- Saami Parliaments established in Finland (1973), Norway (1989) and Sweden (1993).
- Saami Parliamentary council – Saami parliamentarians united.